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I absolutely love this book. I'm actually still reading it but I can't put it down. Deborah Blake rights so

simplistically and charming that I find myself nodding to her words all the time. I particularly like that

at the end of each chapter you may think and ponder about some questions she wants you to

ponder about. For example, Chapter 1 "So You're a Witch... Now What? Going Beyond the Basics"

shes give you a "Something to Try" (or "Something to Think About" in some other chapters, and

some chapters have both questions. For Chapter 1 it's: Find one example of a Witch you respect,

either personally or through his or her writing, and pick some facet of what he or she does that you

can adopt into your own life.I really like this, it's like she's really there reading the book to you. I

personally loved this book and now I want to get all her other books!This is recommended for

beginner Witches. I've been a witch for 2 years so I'm fairly new.



Absolutely love this book and have only had it for a week. I think it's a great book for anyone who

has been practicing for a while but it also makes a great first book for beginners who are trying to

get an understanding of what it means to be Wiccan, Pagan or whatever your magical path is. She's

very straight to the point without the stuffing

Te very first chapters were useful because they really explained how to find the goddess in the

details of everyday life and thus how you are a witch even if you are not doing big rituals and

complicated spells. But the remaining chapters are so simple that are useless. There are plenty of

other books that go more in detail for the other chapters. So this would be much better if it was a

small paper.

Love everything Miss Blake writes..... I will continue to buy her books, I actually use a lot of her

ideas....

I cannot think of any word to describe how great this book is. Not only is it super helpful, and very

informative, but it's also very fun! She has a lot of wit and her writing style is fantastic. Cannot wait

to read her other books.

A book I really like it, I found it very useful. After reading "Living wicca" from scott cunningham I still

wanted to read something more on the subject and this book does that. Reading is quite light and

clear, and enjoy the way the book is divided, starting from the work on yourself, the thinking and so

on.As a neutral point I would add that there are many things in the book that can be drawn by

"common sense" or that many other books already mentioned and adds nothing new, as is the

housekeeping, food and health . However as the "common sense" is not always "common" it is

good to have been included, besides that I think is a good example that Wicca is not just "make

magic" but to live the best way possible and that includes a healthy life.Points against: the author

gets several small jokes like "and no, you can not do a spell to turn her Into a toad, Sorry About

That." jokes that although the first time can become funny (maybe not all), but then she abuses of

them and makes the value of what they are talking about first, falling out of rhythm.

Thank you !!!!

Excellent!
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